Phi Beta Delta
Honor Society for International Scholars
Eta Lambda Chapter 2015 Inductees

FACULTY

David Lindo Atichati
*Engineering Science & Physics*

Maureen Becker
*Interim Dean, School of Health Sciences*

STAFF

El Samuels
*Education*

Blerina Likollari
*CLIP & World Languages & Literatures*

STUDENTS

Hanan Abdallou
*Political Science*

Ahmed Ahmed
*Political Science*

Nicholas Anderson
*Geography*

Steve Arriaga
*Linguistics*

Adnan Buljubasic
*Computer Science*

Jasmine Calle
*Biochemistry*

Arthur Cardinale
*Social Work*

Catharina Carone
*Political Science*

Veronica Chan
*International Studies*

Shaina Crawford
*Dramatic Arts*

Naomi Gaggi
*Psychology*

Aisha Hamidu
*Communications/Media Studies*

Jamel Jones
*International Business*

Joungran Kim
*Nurse Practitioner*

Takuya Kishimoto
*Psychology*

Veronica LaManna
*International Communications*

Evelyn Martinez
*International Business*
Lina Movchan
*International Studies*

Athanasios Nioplias
*Clinical Mental Health Counseling*

Don Padmaperuma
*Computer Science*

Angelo Serra
*Advertising*

Timothy Sweeney
*Math*

Joshua Ulloa
*Political Science & Economics*

Fina Vitale
*Biology*

Kelly Walsh
*Accounting*

Pasini Withanage
*Communications*

Luyao Zheng
*International Business*

**ALUMNI**

George Lekovic
*Media Culture*

Stefania Migliori
*International Studies*

**HONORARY MEMBERS**

Seyed Masoud Noori

*As of Oct 27, 2015*